


Recognizing the dearth of luxury interior design 
services in the most northerly reaches of California 
inspired the birth of RavenThorn Interior Design.  

In addition to an elite global clientele, RavenThorn 
supports a niche coterie of connoisseurs in California’s 
far north regions who appreciate (& even demand) a 
direct conduit to the most exceptional and bespoke 
furnishing options that Bay Area and SoCal residents 
take for granted.  

Our overriding goal is to provide our clients with 
designs that emphasize comfortable and practical 
spaces, embracing the gorgeous natural setting of 
northern California without sacrificing pure luxury. 
  
Let us introduce you to our suite of services: 
 

RavenThorn Interior Design



Designing a Room
Our approach to interior design is timeless and classic.   

We employ fundamental rules of scale and proportion to create a unique floorplan that 
naturally melds comfort and practicality.   

Furniture placement, integrating architectural details, and proximity to outdoor spaces 
are all key factors that we consider in creating in a sumptuous environment.



Choosing Colors
RavenThorn has the innate skill to select color palettes that not only provide 
sensuous surroundings but that have soothing emotional and psychological 
impact.  Many designers are fearful of or ineptly employ color with less than 
satisfactory results.  They often reflexively default to the exclusive use of white 
or beige palettes.  To the contrary, our belief is that color should interplay with 
fabrics, window treatments and art, acting as a foundation for any luxury space.  



Creating a Background

The initial layer of any luxury setting 
involves the incorporation of 
backgrounds that envelop and cosset the 
individual.   

Upholstered & paneled walls, plush 
window treatments and luxurious 
carpets serve as visually arresting 
backdrops as well as surfaces that 
provide sensual tactile experiences.



The RavenThorn design approach and aesthetic is firmly rooted in the classical American 
and European style married with the very purposeful use of eclectic elements, provocative 
decorative details and outright exoticism.  The result is a refined and sophisticated elegance 
that remains fresh and stylish for decades.  Furniture groupings always incorporate a chic 
mix of contemporary upholstered pieces, vintage and antique case goods, statement lighting 
fixtures, and unusual complimentary furnishings such as screens, fireplaces and pedestals.

Furniture & Decor Selection



Finishing Details
The defining strength of RavenThorn is our ability to personally curate extraordinary and 
one-of-a-kind decorative objects, curiosities, and collections.  Every interior created by 
RavenThorn is a truly bespoke experience.



Meet the Designers

Malahki Raven Thorn is our founder, guiding creative force and chief 
designer. Employing an original and adventurous sense of design, Malahki 
creates bespoke luxury interiors that are as compelling as they are 
comfortable.  

Malahki’s eclectic tastes have been refined through his worldwide travels 
where he has developed a deep appreciation for the expansive world of art 
and design.  Having experience in both the western fine arts and 
indigenous arts, Malahki draws inspiration from a wide variety of creative 
sources, both traditional and emerging, in order to create distinguished 
and memorable spaces. 

Jon Block is our distinguished designer emeritus.  An aficionado of style, taste and 
elegance, Jon’s design sense has been highly influenced by Tony Hail, Albert Hadley 
and Henri Samuel. His use of saturated colors, period antiques, luxurious fabrics and 
classic decorative details is a hallmark.



Inquiries/Media Requests: malahki@raventhorninteriors.com

www.raventhorninteriors.com

http://www.raventhorninteriors.com

